Context. Solar active longitudes and their rotation have been studied for a long time using various forms of solar activity. However, the results on the long-term evolution of rotation rates and the hemispheric asymmetry obtained by earlier authors differ significantly from each other. Aims. We aim to find a consistent result on the long-term migration of active longitudes of sunspots in 1877−2008 separately for the two hemispheres. Methods. We used a dynamic, differentially rotating reference system to determine the best-fit values of the differential rotation parameters of active longitudes for each year in 1877−2008. With these parameters we determined the momentary rotation rates at the reference latitude of 17
Introduction
Solar surface rotation has been studied for a long time using various forms of solar activity, such as sunspots (Balthasar & Wöhl 1980; Pulkkinen & Tuominen 1998) , magnetic fields (Sheeley et al. 1992; Brajša et al. 1992) , coronal holes and coronal magnetic fields Wang et al. 1988) , filaments (Brajša et al. 1997) , and faculae (Meunier et al. 1997) . The secular deceleration of solar rotation was suggested by Brajša et al. (2006) and Li et al. (2011) , while a secular acceleration trend was found by Heristchi & Mouradian (2009) . A north-south asymmetry in solar rotation has been reported by many authors Balthasar et al. 1986; Antonucci et al. 1990; Rybák 1994 Rybák , 2000 Brajša et al. 1997 Brajša et al. , 2000 Javaraiah 2003; Georgieva et al. 2005; Mursula & Hiltula 2004; Gigolashvili et al. 2007; Zaatri et al. 2009; Wöhl et al. 2010 ), but there is so far no agreement on which of the two hemispheres is rotating faster, or how the difference between the hemispheric rotation rates is changing in time.
The measured rotation rates, however, differ not only for different tracers of solar activity, but even for the same tracers when derived by different authors. The variation of the obtained rates for different tracers of solar activity can be understood by their different heights in the solar atmosphere, whence the radial differential rotation causes the observed variation (Vršnak et al. 1999) . Discrepancies for the same tracers (for various authors) may be due to the time intervals and lengths of data included. Increasing evidence (Balthasar et al. 1986; Bai 2003; Brajša et al. 2006 Brajša et al. , 2007 Balthasar 2007; Heristchi & Mouradian 2009) suggests that the solar differential rotation changes from cycle to cycle and even within one cycle. Bouwer (1992) claimed that precise rotation periods between 27 and 28 days persist only for a short time, sometimes only for a few solar rotations. Therefore both facts, the depth of the tracer in the solar atmosphere and the time of data, should be taken into account when studying solar differential rotation and its variation.
Many authors have also studied the non-axisymmetry of various types of solar activity, leading to the idea of active longitudes (Bumba & Howard 1969; Ambrož 1973; Balthasar & Schüessler 1983; Klimeš & Křivsky 1981; Gaizauskas et al. 1983; Brajša et al. 1992; Berdyugina & Usoskin 2003; Usoskin et al. 2005 Usoskin et al. , 2007 Temmer et al. 2004 Temmer et al. , 2006 Ruždjak et al. 2005; Zhang et al. 2007a,b; Plyusnina 2010; Chen et al. 2011; Li 2011) . The rotation properties of active longitudes may well differ from the rotation of the individual elements of solar surface activity.
We study here the long-term evolution of solar rotation in the two hemispheres by searching the best-fit rotation parameters for rather short-term fit periods. This allows us to better take Article published by EDP Sciences A84, page 1 of 7 into account the momentary variation of solar surface rotation, which is known to change within the solar cycle (Nesme-Ribes et al. 1993) . To investigate the consistence of the best-fit values of the rotation parameters, five different fit intervals and methods were used: one-year fit interval, three-year separate, threeyear running, five-year separate, and five-year running methods.
(By "separate" we mean here consecutive, non-overlapping fit intervals of corresponding length, e.g., 1877−1879, 1880−1882 etc. for the three-year separate method. "Running" means that the fit interval is stepped forward by one year, e.g., 1877−1879, 1878−1880, etc. for the three-year running method, thus yielding fit parameters for the central year of the fit). We used the sunspot data collected by the Royal Greenwich Observatory and the USAF/NOAA for the years 1877−2008. We also studied how the weighting of sunspots by their areas can affects the best-fit rotation parameters and the evolution of solar hemispheric rotation. In some previous studies (Usoskin et al. 2005; Zhang et al. 2011b ), sunspots were weighted by their area in the merit function (see below; this method is called here the weight method). Weighting sunspots by their areas emphasizes the effect of large sunspots when finding the best-fit values of the rotation parameters. In a recent paper (Zhang et al. 2011c) we omitted the weight from the merit function. (This is called the no-weight method). However, we found that there was no major difference between the best-fit parameters when using the weight method or the no-weight method, and that the long-term evolution of solar surface rotation in the two hemispheres was fairly similar in the two methods.
We calculated the rotation parameters that best describe the differential rotation of active longitudes (AL) of sunspots and the related non-axisymmetries with the five different intervals and methods described above. We also compare the rotation rates obtained using the two different weightings. We study the longterm evolution of the solar rotation rates in the two hemispheres and compare the results obtained for different fit intervals and the two weighting methods. We find that, for all methods the hemispheric rotation rates depict a systematic long-term north-south asymmetry, which oscillates with an about 90-year period. The paper is organized as follows. The analysis method is described in the next Section. The results are presented in Sect. 3 and are discussed in more detail in Sect. 4. Section 5 presents our final conclusions.
Analysis method
Differential rotation of the solar surface is usually described as
where Ω φ stands for the sidereal (all rotation rates are taken here to be sidereal) angular velocity at latitude φ, A (deg/day) denotes the equatorial angular velocity, and B and C (deg/day) describe the differential rotation rate. When analyzing the rotation of the ALs of sunspots, the last term in Eq. (1) is negligible since sunspots are almost always below 35
• and the value of corresponding to sin 4 φ is very low. Accordingly, Eq. (1) becomes simply
The normalized area of a kth sunspot group in the ith rotation is defined as
where A ik denotes the observed area of the sunspot group. The area-weighted average latitude φ i during the ith rotation is defined as
Accordingly, the angular velocity for the ith Carrington rotation can be described as
Assuming one AL in the beginning to be at Carrington longitude Λ 01 , it will shift to longitude Λ ik1 on the kth day of the ith CR, which can be expressed as
where mod 360
• means modulo within the longitude range [0
• ]. N 0 and N i−1 stand for the CR numbers of the first and the (i − 1)th rotation in the data set, T c = 27.2753 days is the chosen data collection time step (synodic Carrington rotation time), Ω c is the rotation rate of Carrington frame (14.1844 deg/day sidereal), and k is the time of sunspot group observation given as a fractional day in the (i − 1)th CR. The location of the other AL is at Λ 02 in the beginning and later at Λ ik2 = Λ ik1 ± 180
• , i.e., opposite to Λ ik1 . One can measure the distance ∆ ik between the longitudinal position λ ik of a sunspot and one of the two AL bands (Λ ik1 or Λ ik2 ) by
This distance is the longitude difference of a sunspot from the nearest AL. The merit function can be defined as the mean square of these distances for all sunspots either without any weighting on sunspots as follows (Zhang et al. 2011c ):
or by weighting the sunspots by their areas (Usoskin et al. 2005; Zhang et al. 2011b ):
In these equations n denotes the total number of sunspots and the merit function depends on the three parameters Λ 01 , A, and B. • ] in steps of 1 • (for more detail, see Usoskin et al. 2005; Zhang et al. 2011b ). Figure 1 shows the rotation rate values Ω 17 at the reference latitude of 17
Results

Variation of the rotation rate at the average latitude
• in the two hemispheres obtained for the three-year running interval method using no weighting in the merit function. To depict the long-term (multi-decadal) variation of the rotation rate more clearly, we smoothed the yearly Ω 17 values over 11 points (solar cycle). The horizontal line gives the average (14.130 ± 0.030 deg/day) of the annual Ω 17 values in the two hemispheres over the whole time period. This value agrees well with our previous result (Zhang et al. 2011b) . Figure 1 shows that the rotation rates vary around the mean by up to ±(3−4)%. The fastest rotation rates in the north are found around the turn of the 19th and 20th century and in the late 1980s, while rotation was slower from 1920s to 1940s and in the late 1990s. Rotation in the south was highest in the 1920s and lowest in the early 1900s and around 1990. Note that the highest rotation rates in the north and the lowest rates in the south repeat after 80−90 years in each case, suggesting a related periodicity in rotation.
Moreover, the maxima in the north and the minima in the south occur roughly at the same time, which leads to an approximate anti-correlation in the long-term evolution of the rotation of ALs in the two hemispheres. Thus, there is a significant, systematically varying difference between the rotation rates in the two hemispheres. We have depicted this north-south asymmetry in rotation (defined as (N − S )/(N + S )) in Fig. 2 . Note that the 80−90-year oscillation is also clearly seen in the N-S asymmetry. The two maxima in the N-S asymmetry occur at about 1900 and in the late 1980s, and the minimum in the 1920s.
We also calculated the Ω 17 values in the northern and southern hemispheres for the four other fit intervals and methods Fig. 3 . North-south asymmetry (N-S)/(N+S) in Ω 17 for the (from top to bottom) one-year, three-year separate, five-year separate and five-year running fit intervals and no weighting. Three-year separate and five-year separate values were smoothed over three points.
(one-year, three-year separate, five-year separate, and five-year running methods) using the respective best-fit values of rotation parameters obtained for the no-weight method. We found that for all these alternative fit methods, the long-term evolution of Ω 17 in the two hemispheres is very similar to that depicted in Fig. 1 for the three-year running method. As the most important result for the present paper, we depict in Fig. 3 the N-S asymmetry for all these four methods. Figure 3 shows a very similar longterm evolution of the N-S asymmetry. In particular, the quasiperiod of about 80−90 years in the N-S asymmetry is obtained for all five fit methods. Moreover, despite the small differences between the methods, the absolute level of maximum and minimum asymmetries remains fairly similar. The amplitude of the 80−90-year asymmetry oscillation is about ±2%. Figure 4 presents the values of Ω 17 in the two hemispheres obtained for the three-year running fit interval but using weighting by sunspot area according to Eq. (9). The mean value of Ω 17 in the two hemispheres over the whole time period (14.123 ± 0.030 deg/day) is very close to the value obtained with the noweight method. Moreover, the long-term evolution of Ω 17 in Fig. 4 is very similar to that in Fig. 1 , and depicts the same 80−90-year periodicity in both hemispheres as in Fig. 1 . These facts show that weighting causes only rather small changes to the main rotation features of active longitudes.
However, the relative heights of the two maxima of Ω 17 in the north and the absolute value of the minimum (maximum) in the 1920s in the north (south) are slightly modified by weighting. These differences lead to a slightly lower maximum (minimum) at about 1900 (in the 1920s) and to a slightly higher maximum in the 1980s in the N-S asymmetry in the weight method, as depicted in Fig. 5 . Also, overall, the absolute value of N-S asymmetry obtained using weighting is slightly lower than that obtained with the no-weight method.
Finally, we note that the four additional fit methods yield a long-term evolution of the solar rotation in the two hemispheres for the weight method (not shown) roughly similar to that obtained with the three-year running fit method and weighting (and depicted in Fig. 4 . In particular, all these methods show an anti-correlation between the rotation rates in the two hemipshers and the 80−90-year oscillation of the N-S asymmetry. These results strongly suggest that the long-term quasi-periodicity is not dependent on the method used.
Non-axisymmetry
We define the measure of non-axisymmetry Γ as follows
where W 1 and W 2 denote the normalized area of sunspots that appeared within (W 1 ) or outside (W 2 ) the two ALs, which are taken here as the two 90
• -longitude bands
where Λ ik denotes either of the two ALs.
The average values of Γ for the five fit intervals are listed in Table 1 for the no-weight method. The average nonaxisymmetry is stronger for short time intervals, increasing from 0.280 (0.291) for the five-year running method to 0.464 (0.470) for the one-year method in the northern (southern) hemisphere.
The corresponding fractions of sunspots in the active longitudes are 64.0% (64.6%) for the five-year running method and 73.2% (73.5%) for the one-year method in the northern (southern) hemisphere. Since the rotation rates vary on a time scale of one year, the rotation parameters obtained for the shorter intervals represent the momentary rotation rate values of active longitudes more closely. Accordingly, the ALs are more accurately determined from shorter intervals, which leads to stronger non-axisymmetries. Figure 6 shows the difference between the total area of sunspot groups with an area larger than 2000 µHem in the northern and southern hemispheres, i.e., the N-S asymmetry of large sunspot groups. One can see that the southern hemisphere was significantly more active in large sunspots than the northern hemisphere around 1900. Then the asymmetry reversed, with the A84, page 4 of 7 Thereafter, the asymmetry reversed again and reached its minimum around 1980. Accordingly, the N-S asymmetry of large sunspots (Fig. 6) shows a clear anti-correlation with the N-S asymmetry of solar surface rotation (see, e.g., Figs. 2 or 5). Note also that the sunspot N-S asymmetry also depicts a similar 80−90-year oscillation as the rotation asymmetry.
Discussion
Several studies have noted the anti-correlation between solar rotation and sunspot areas (Howard 1984; Hathaway & Wilson 1990; Brajša et al. 2006 ). This anti-correlation also supports the finding ) that large sunspots rotate slower than small spots. One possible reason for the anti-correlation between solar rotation and large sunspots is that large sunspots have deeper-rooted structures originating from the interaction region of the convection zone and the radiative core. The radial differential rotation profile obtained from helioseismic inversion shows that at low-to mid-latitudes, where sunspot appear, the rotation rate decreases with depth over most of the convection layer. If the slower rotation rate of large sunspots is indeed caused by their deeper roots close to the bottom of the convection zone, the large sunspots should also have a more rigid latitudinal differential rotation profile since they are closer to the rigidly rotating radiative core. Interestingly, this possibility can be studied with the rotation parameter B. Figure 7 shows the N-S asymmetry of the parameter B for the three-year running fit without weighting. The N-S asymmetry of B depicts quite a similar evolution as the rotation N-S asymmetry (see, e.g., Fig. 2) . (Only the last maximum is obtained slightly later in the B asymmetry). Accordingly, it also has a fair inverse relationship with the N-S asymmetry of sunspot area. This implies that large sunspot groups indeed tend to rotate less differentially (more rigidly) than small sunspots. The physical reason for this relationship can be understood from recent 3D MHD simulations of the interaction between differential rotation and magnetic fields in the convection zone (Brun 2004; Brun et al. 2004 ). These simulations show that Maxwell stresses, which are enhanced in large sunspot areas, tend to oppose Reynolds stresses and speed up the poles, reducing the latitudinal angular velocity contrast. Maxwell stresses are also suggested to be the cause of the temporal variation of differential rotation and torsional oscillation in young solar-like stars (Lanza 2006 (Lanza , 2007 . We also note that the 80−90-year oscillation in the relative rotation rates of the two hemispheres suggests that there is a systematic interchange of angular momentum between the two hemispheres. While the mutual long-term phasing of solar activity in the two hemispheres also suggests a coupling between the two hemispheres, the present observation explicitly requires the exchange of angular momentum in this coupling (Chatterjee & Choudhuri 2006; Goel & Choudhuri 2009) .
Figures 1 and 2 (and most plots in Figs. 3 to 5) show that the average rotation rate of ALs of sunspots in the northern hemisphere was higher than in the south during cycles 21−22 and early in cycle 23 (years 1976−1998 in Fig. 2 ). This recent N-S asymmetry with a higher rotation rate in the north agrees with the results found for ALs, as determined from solar X-ray flares (Zhang et al. 2008 (Zhang et al. , 2011a Bai 2003) , and with the results found for the rotation of H α filaments (Brajša et al. 1997 ) and lowbrightness regions (Brajša et al. 2000) , but differs from the rotation found from magnetic flux (Song et al. 2011) , Doppler velocities (Hathaway et al. 1996) , and daily radio flux (Heristchi & Mouradian 2009 ). These differences may be, as discussed above, due to different methods, different time intervals, or real differences in rotation of features anchored at different depths in the solar atmosphere. For a review on the techniques and features used in solar differential rotation measurements, see Beck (2000) and Rozelot & Neiner (2009) .
The long-term variation of solar surface rotation obtained here from short fit intervals agrees well with those obtained previously with longer (1-cycle and 3-cycle) fit intervals during cycles 15−22 (Zhang et al. 2011b,c) . During this period the rotation of northern hemisphere continues to increase fairly systematically, while it decreases in the southern hemisphere (see, e.g., Figs. 1 and 4) .
The main difference between the rotation results based on shorter (five-year and less) interval fits and long (1-cycle or longer) interval fits are found in the beginning of the studied time interval, e.g., in cycles 13 and 14. While we find here that short fit intervals consistently yield a maximum in rotation rate in the north and a lower rate in the south at around 1900, the longer fits yield lower values in the north and higher values in the south (see, e.g., Fig. 5 in Zhang et al. 2011b) . Moreover, the weightmethod (Zhang et al. 2011b ) and the no-weight method (Zhang et al. 2011c) give rather different results especially in the southern hemisphere for the first 3-cycle period around cycle 13. This suggests that, during the very weak solar activity at this time, the weighting method (weight vs. no-weight) has a particularly important role for the results obtained on rotation. This difference seems to be amplified for the longer fit intervals, which cover long periods of greatly different solar activity. On the other hand, the consistency of the results presented here based on shorter fit intervals and even with the two different weighting methods suggests that the shorter fit intervals follow the momentary rotation more reliably. Most likely, the shorter fit intervals yield a more accurate and realistic view of the long-term evolution of solar rotation in the two hemispheres.
The value of non-axisymmetry was found to increase when using shorter fit lengths, in agreement with asymmetries found previously for even longer fit periods from one solar cycle to twelve cycles (Zhang et al. 2011b ). This is due to the short-term variation of the rotation rate. Solar rotation rate varies at quite short time scales (Javaraiah & Komm 1999) , sometimes remaining consistent only for a few solar rotations (Bouwer 1992) .
The variation of the rotation rate of ALs is complicated by the fact that active longitudes involve all sunspots, which have a large variability in angular velocity depending on their latitude, size and age. The rotation rate of sunspots varies with area and age (Ward 1966; Howard et al. 1984; Zappalá & Zuccarello 1991) , which has been suggested to be due to the different anchor depths of different types of sunspots (Nesme-Ribes et al. 1993; Rhodes et al. 1990 ). Moreover, the differential rotation of all tracers of rotation is also affected by large-and small-scale flows, such as torsional oscillations (Covas et al. 2001; Howe et al. 2009; Antia & Basu 2010) , meridional flows (Javaraiah & Ulrich 2006; Javaraiah 2010; Nandy et al. 2011) , supergranules (Beck & Schou 2000) , etc. Therefore, shortening the fit period reveals the detailed variation of rotation at short time scales, yielding more accurate momentary rotation rates, stronger non-axisymmetries and and a higher accuracy when finding ALs. However, very short interval fits of a few solar rotations only may lose the continuous evolution of rotational phase and thereby cause increased uncertainty when determining the rotation parameters. We find here that the three-year fit interval length provides the best fit when both effects are considered.
Conclusions
Applying the least-square fit method to the longitudes of sunspots in a dynamic, differentially rotating reference system, we have determined the differential rotation parameters (A, B, and Λ 01 ) of the active longitudes of sunspots in 1877−2008 with five different fit intervals and two different weighting methods. Based on the best-fit values of the rotation parameters obtained for each year, we determined the variation of rotation rate at the reference latitude of 17
• over the whole period. We found that the long-term evolution of solar surface rotation using sunspots indicates a clear quasi-periodicity of about 80−90 years in both hemispheres. Rotation rates vary around the mean by up to ±3−4%.
The variations of rotation in the northern and southern hemisphere are closely anti-correlated (with only a minor phase lag). Higher rotation rates in the north were found around 1900 and in the 1980s, and lower rates in the 1920s−1940s. This means that there is a systematic 80−90-year quasi-periodicity in the north-south asymmetry in sunspot rotation. The amplitude of the 80−90-year asymmetry oscillation (defined by (N-S)/(N+S)) is about ±2%.
We found a similar 80−90-year quasi-periodicity in the north-south asymmetry of the large sunspot activity, in antiphase with the rotation asymmetry. The anti-phasing confirms previous results on the inverse relationship between sunspot rotation and area Howard 1984; Hathaway & Wilson 1990; Brajša et al. 2006) . The 80−90-year periodicity may also be related to the Gleissberg cycle (Gleissberg 1971) . A 70-year variation in the asymmetry of the ascending and descending phases of solar activity was found previously ).
The long-term evolution of the north-south rotation asymmetry closely follows the latitudinal contrast of differential rotation, which further supports the intimate connection of the variations of rotation and large sunspot areas.
These results on the sunspot rotation remain essentially unchanged for all five studied fit intervals (from 1 to 5 years) and for the two weighting methods (no weighting and weighting by sunspot areas).
